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President Is Retiring
After Ten Year Term
Bronx Community College President James A. Colston
has announced that he will retire on September 1, 1976.
Dr. Colston, the senior President in the City of New
York, has served as head of Bronx Community College
since 1966. At that time he was the first Black president
Two-Day Philosophy Hall Occupation
Seeks Open Admissions Restoration
of a college in New York State.
In a letter to Alfred Giardino,
Chairman of the Board of
Higher Education, Dr. Colston
stated that he will not r cqucst
a second extension beyond the
usuol retirement age of (>.">, be-
ginning August, 1976, at which
time he will bo 67 years old.
"While I hate to th ink of
leaving the College," Dr. Colston
said, "I recognize that a period
of ten years as President of a
college in the City University of
New York, coming after 21 years
of prior service as a college
president, is long enough for
any person to serve in such a
rigorous capacity."
The College Senate Faculty/
Staff Caucus has voted unani-
mously to 'have the title of
President Emeritus-bestowed, up-
on Dr. Colston. The group also
moved to form a committee,
composed of (both faculty and
staff, to search for a new Presi-
dent.
During his ten years of ser-
Skills Tests
vice, Dr. Colston has been ab-
sent because of illness for only
one day. He will begin his an-
nual leave on February 1 and
his retirement will become o f f i -
cial on September 1. Dr. Mor-
ton Rosenstock, Acting Dean of
Academic Affairs, will serve as
Acting President.
Year of Growth
Under Dr. Colston's leader-
ship, Bronx Community College
grew from an enrollment of
about 7,000 to more than 13,-
800 students. He has been a
strong advocate of Open Enroll-
ment in City University and he
expanded the college career and
transfer programs, adding four
new academic departments.
In 1973, he presided over
BfOnx Community College's
move to its new 50-acre cam-
pus at University Heights, and
was instrumental in developing
the College's Master Plan which
will set the course of the col-
(Continued on Page 2)
A two-day occupation of
Philosophy Hall, which end-
ed late last night, marked
the first demonstration of
on-campus opposition to the
death of Open Admissions.
The sit-in put out a call to
students, faculty and camp-
us workers all over CUNY to
build a mass movement
centered around the restora-
tion of Open Admissions and
mobilization to block the im-
pending threat of tuition.
The demonstration marked a
high point in the alliance of stu-
dents and campus workers as a
significant number of CETA
workers (tutors and counselors)
leant their support to the activi-
ties. The movement raised the
broad demand of support for the
14,000 CETA workers due to be
laid off by the city.
Four demands were directed
against the BCC administration:
* No faculty or other staff cut-
backs.
* BCC should not Cooperate in
or execute the firing of
CETA Remedial Assistants
and College Counselors.
* The closing of classes on one
day to be replaced by a gen-
eral campus meeting on the
crisis in CUNY run by mem-
70% Of Us Would Have Failed
You wouldn't .be here.
And BCC, as we know it, won't
exist.
These are two common con-
clusions reached in the wake of
the Board of Higher Education's
decision to kill Open Admissions.
Dr. Richard Trent, President
of CUNY's predominantly black
Medgar Evers College, predicted
Friday that the eight CUNY
units with the largest percen-
tage of Third World students,
BCC among them, "will proba-
ibly be wiped out."
According to a study recently
released by the Board, 70 per-
cent of the BCC student body
would have failed the new ad-
missions "skills tests" that have
(been proposed for September ap-
plicants. The study, entitled
"The Effects of New Admissions
Criteria Upon the Ethnic Com-
position of CUNY," found that
72 percent of black students and
65 percent of Puerto Rican and
Latin students world have failed
to gain admission because they
would not have passed the tests.
The study, verifying what ob-
servers have termed the racist
nature of the Board's decision on
Open Admissions, was withheld
from the public until a week af-
ter the Board's crucial vote.
On December 15, the Board
voted 7 to 2 to reverse the his-
toric policy of guaranteeing
CUNY admissions to every New
York City high school graduate
by establishing new "admissions
standards," "skills testing" in
reading and math as well as
"other standards to be devel-
oped."
The study, authored by Leh-
man College Professor David
Lavin, also stressed that 44 per-
cent .of those students who en-
tered CUNY with scores below
eighth grade reading levels had
either earned an Associate De-
gree or had gone on to a four-
year senior college. Lavin con-
cluded that " a substantial pro-
BEFORE AND AFTEROPEN ADMISSIONS
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portion of those who would be
excluded under the new plan
were, nevertheless, persisting in
college."
Legal Action
Meanwhile, the two dissenting
black members of the Board are
considering issuing a legal chal-
lenge to the Board's decision,
'based on the withholding of the
Lavin report. "The first I knew
of the impact of the study,"
stated Board Vice Chairman
Franklin Williams, "was when I
read it in the New York Times
—after the vote was taken."
Williams, joined by fellow
Board member Vinia Quinones
and other educators, did go to
State Supreme Court last Friday
to overturn the Board's decision
on what they call "technical
grounds." The suit focuses on
the Board's failure to provide
sufficient notice of its impending
action to students and other
concerned citizens.
At the Board meeting on De-
cember 15, people in the audi-
ence, led by a vocal group from
BCC, began disrupting the meet-
ing, .calling for a full public
hearing on so vital an issue as
Open Admissions. Williams then
moved that the Board's action
be tabled. The Board, however,
killed Williams' motion, refused
to hear new speakers from the
floor, and proceeded to end
Open Admissions at CUNY.
ANNOUNCING TAKEOVER: Student demonstrator stands
at the door of Philosophy Hall, while members of the cam-
pus community occupied building.
bers in the movement.
* Amnesty for all participants
in the action.
Supporters from other CUNY
units and from the community
also took part in the action.
The occupation grew out of a
mass meeting, held at noon on
Monday, sponsored by the Strike
Action Committee end the
CETA Workers Action Commit-
tee.
The meeting, attended by over
100 people, began by discussing
the Board of Higher Education's
decision to kill Open Admissions
by instituting the new "skills
tests." Speakers focused on the
racist implications and on the
effects of the tests on Black
and Spanish-speaking students
(see story this page) as well as
on the Board's refusal to ac-
knowledge the inferiority of
New York City's high school
eductaion. "If people come here
with an eighth grade reading
level, the problem must be else-
where" commented BCC student
Denise Fazio.
Ari Garcia traced the develop-
ment of the cutback movement
over the last year and how it
had failed to "understand that
Open Admissions was always the
key issue. And it was the issue
that was sure to divide students,
often along racial lines. Although
everyone opposed tuition, many
white students accepted the
idea that they could save free
tuition by abandoning Open Ad-
missions. In the end, they should
now see that free tuition is also
down the drain and that's what
happens when we accept the
racist ideas of our rulers as our
own."
Discussion on how to build a
(Continued on. Pago 2)
CETAs May Avoid Firings
There is a good chance that CETA workers in CUNY,
who have demonstrated militant resistance at campus and
city actions, will be spared from the wholesale city-wide
firing of 14,000 CETA workers scheduled to take place in
monthly installments from now to June.
The City University and the
Board of Higher Education are
busy drawing up a plan which
would postpone the layoff of
CETA workers in CUNY until
the end of the Spring semester.
Some 207 Remedial Assistants
and 115 College Counselors had
been scheduled to be let go by
February 28.
The new layoff plan is itself
controversial as it calls for lay-
ing off all remedial assistants
during any period when classes
are not in session between now
and October. First suggested by
Staten Island Community Col-
lege Dean Abe Habenstreit, the
plan trades off the outr! -ht fir-
ing of 30 percent of the tutors
for a system which keeps the
entire work force at perpetual
beck and call.
Summer Layoff?
While still 'being formulated
and finally subject to the ap-
proval of the Department of La-
bor, the new plan will lay off
all CUNY CETA employees for
the entire month of June and
possibly the entire summer.
The Communicator has learned
that all remedial assistants re-
ceived a college appointment
through June 30. These docu-
ments, labelled "Job Action
Forms," are on file in the col-
lege's Personnel Office.
CETA coordinators at the
various CUNY colleges discussed
the final details at a closed door
meeting yesterday. Among other
things, , the coordinators dis-
cussed whether the remedial as-
sistants, instead of 'being laid
off, could work at administering
the new "skills tests" during
August.
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Shacked By Job Loss
J5ix full-time, non-tenured
members of the Communication
Arts and Sciences Department
have not been re-appointed for
September, 1976. Four of the six
were candidates »for tenure, and
only one of the six is among
those last hired »by the depart-
ment.
"Apparently, we have all been
told that .the firings are for
academic reasons and not be-
cause of the budget cuts," said
Prof. Vince Arto who is being
dropped after five years in the
department. "But I can't see
that there is no connection be-
tween our losing our jobs and
the budget cuts." •
In addition to Prof. Arto, those
3iot reappointed are Dick Platt,
Roger Bowman, Pat Pell' Rose-
mary Puccio and Peggy Valen-
tino.
Prof. Arto said he was "ab-
solutely shocked" over his non-
•reappointment. Observation • re-
tports of his teaching and student
.evaluations have been excellent.
In one evaluation memorandum,
(Department Chairman Dr. ,:Wynn
.Reynolds, currently on leave,
•wrote: "Mr. Arto is a skilled:in-
istoructor, provocative and dynam-
ic. His- rapport with students is
•excellent."
In addition, Prof. Arto has
'been active in extra-curricular
"activities, -most notably as the
founder and coordinator of the
Broadway Scene series which
brought major theatrical figures
on campus for student and com-
munity audiences.
"Apparently," Prof. Afto noted
trying to come to terms with
his dismissal, "I don't fit the
mold of what a teacher should
be according to the power struc-
ture in the department. We live
in an enormous system of hypoc-
risy which has victimized not
only myself but many other in
a most immoral manner. I would
have .thought that men and wom-
en, of letters representing a sys-
tem of 'higher education' could
-have manifested a more rational
and humane approach."
Prof. Artc also believes that
he and his five colleagues are
victims .of, mismanagement. "Dr.
Reynolds apparently overhired
and now we must pay the price
of his incompetence or his lack
of foresight."
Dr. Platt, like Prof. Arto, is
finding it difficult to accept his
nort-reappointment. "Every single
observation report of my teach-
ing • has been outstanding, and
my student evaluations have
been excellent," he noted.
"I don't think a bona-fide aca-
demic judgement has been made
•in my case," Dr. Platt said. "A
non-professional judgement has
been made, based on irrelevant
criteria which in all fairness
should have no bearing. I more
than fulfill all the published cri-
teria for tenure^—in my opinion,
more than my two colleagues in
the department who have just
been granted tenure. I think any
objective observer would agree
with me."
When Dr. Platt was hired, he
was -asked to establish and de-
velop a film studies program,
which he has done. "There is no
one else in the department quali-
fied to teach either of the courses
I established: Man And The
Movies I and II," Dr. Platt
added.
Pat Pell, who has served as
co-faculty adviser to Readers
Theatre, is also shocked about
here non-reappointment. "I had
no inclination or previous warn-
ing at all," she said. "This was
quit* a blow. I guess what upsets
me the most is the ethical situa-
tion here, I feel that our acting
chairman, Dr.; > Robert King, is
doing what he thinks is right and
•gHOd!hut his^methods,smack--of
dogmatism. The; department J»as
no- morale, fbece's been such-- a
chaage in. feeling since I tcame
in. People .are afraid to- share
.ideas."
(Continued from Page 1)
resistance movement within
CUNY revolved around the ad-
visability of taking on-campus
action. Some people opposed this
'by pointing out that, as one
speaker stated, "the real villains
(the 'banks.;and corporations, and
even the Board) -are not, here."
Others felt that no action short
•of a strike or a simultaneous
takeover of sevetal buildings
would work.
Speakers, representing what
became the majority viewpoint,
explained that, in the absence of
a city-wide movement, it was
necessary to take action. "We
have to take-all the steps," one
speaker said, "and a single spark
here would formulate the kind
of demands -we need city-wide
and help us start building here."
A spokesman for the CETA
Workers Action Committee re-
pealed that a group of tutors
and counselors, "seeing the con-
nections between the fight for
our jobs and the need to restore
open admissions," had pledged
themselves to support any mili-
tant action decided upon at the
meeting.
A vote was taken, with the
'majority supporting a building
seizure..
The choice of Philosophy'Hall,
the center of the college's finan-
cial operations, was sdmewhat
accidental as demonstrators piled
Colston T*o Retire • , • • •
(Continued from Page 1)
lege for the next generation.
During his presidency, BCC
has developed one of the largest
Continuing Education programs
in >New York City. These pro-
grams serve nearly 10,000 peo-
ple a year.
BCC is also a leader in grafts
awards for community colleges,
and President Colston has been
named to the Board of Direc-
tors of the Research Founda-
tion 'because of his leadership
in this area.
The 66-year-old educator has
spent 31 years as a college- pres-
ident. Before coming to "Bronx
Community, he-served as Presi-
dent of Knoxvflle College in
Tennessee for 15 years.
He began his career 'as a high
school principal in Florida in
1933. Five years later, he be-
came Principal of Ballard High
School in Macon, Georgia. He
also served on the faculties of
Atlanta University, the School
of Education of New York Uni-
versity, and of North " Carolina
A and T College in Greensboro.
In 1942, he was named Presi-
dent of Bethune-Cookman Col-
lege in Daytona Beach, Florida.
There he turned a two-year un-
. accredited institution into a
four-year: accredited '.liberal arts
college.
Dr. Cojston was nanaed Presi-
Parking Permits To Be Sold
The sale of student parking
permits for the Spring 1976
semester will follow the sched-
ule listed below:
Those students who had per-
mits during the Fall 1975 sem-
ester, may renew them on Tues-
day and Wednesday, February
17 and 18, from 9 .a.m. to 8
. p.m.
,'. 'All other students will foe
issued permits on a" first come-
' 'fhvst served basis on Thursday,
' February 19, from 9 a»m. to 8
' p.m.; on id-May, " February 20,
' from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; and from
9 a.m. to 8 .p.m. on?^Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, Febru-
ary 23, 24 and 25.
No matter what category in-
terested students belong to, they
should report according to. the
schedule to room 112, South Hall
and ibring along an I.D. or 'bur-
sar's receipt. Students should
also 'bring a bank check or
money order made out to Bronx
Community College. No cash, or
personal checks will be accepted.
The day students parking fee-is
$18. Evening student parking is
$13. In addition, students should
have with -them car ownership
as well as car insurance infor-
mation.
Sale of parking permits will
terminate when the limited sup-
ply is exhausted.
Savaran*h in'1947, where ~he ini-
tiated and completed a large-
scale renovation program.
In 1951, he took .over leader-
.ship at KjiQxville College, up-
grading the -«icademic program,
tripling enrollment and adding
11 new buildings.
He received his B. S. degree
from Morehpuse College in At-
lanta, Georgia; his M.A. from
Atlanta University and his Ph.D.
from New York University. He
holds honorary degrees from five
Colleges.
Since becoming President -of
Bronx Community College, Dr.
Colston has received more-than
20 awards for Distinguished Ser-
vice in the community.
Dr. Colston serves on the
Board of Directors of the- New
York'City Council of Economic
Education; the Regents Regional
Coordinating Council for Post-
secondary Education in New
York City; Gallaudet College in
Washington, D.C.; and the Bronx
Chajnbei'
 Of Commerce. He fe
also a member of the American
Association for Higher Educa-
tion, the American Academy of
.Political and Social Science, and
the Rotary Club. He is a mem-
ber of the Riverdale Presbyte-
rian Church; serves on the
Board of Trustees of the United
Presbyterian ."Foundation, the
-Princeton Theological Seminary,
the Johnson C. Smith Theologi-
cal Seminary; St. Barnabas
Hospital and "the Bronx Lebanon
Hospital Center. He is a Trustee
of the1 Dollar" Savings Bank and
a trustee and "Executive Vice
President of the Hall of "Fame
for Great Americans. .'He was a
delegate to the World Council
of Churches in New Delhi, India,
in" 1961.
out of the meeting hall headed
for the administration building.
But the Administration Building
was locked and people were de-
nied entrance by sioon- to-be-act-
ing President Rosenstock.
The demonstrators moved
4own , to Philosophy-: Hall and
took- it .over.
"Throughout the time inside.,
Philosophy-Hall, people involved
in the action faced the task of
learning to make collective po-
litical decisions, run orderly
meetings and to .accomplish as-
signed tasks.
In a long, sometimes agitated,
discussion people adopted the
full set of demands and dis-
tinguished between those directed
at mobilizing the CUNY com-
munity at large and those direct-
ed toward the BCC administra-
tion.
Dean Richard Donovan called
the sit-in, and expressed the ad-
ministration's offer to negotiate
with a committee of leaders. The
demonstrators decided that "the
local demands were clear enough
and could easily be answered
with outrigh,t acceptance or re-
jection." The participants also
decided that "we should devote
our main energy toward organiz-
ing students .and not tie ourselves
up with endless discussions before
college administrators." •
On Monday the size of the
sit-in fluctuated between 30 and
80 and the tasks of writing a
leaflet to inform people of the
sit-in, distributing it, "collecting
money for food and contacting
the media were all accomplished.
President -Colston telephoned
at 7 p.m. to inform people that
he would call in the police. The
protesters voted to stay in the
building and the threat never
materialized.
The new occupants of Phislos-
ophy Hall stayed throughout the
night and maintained a high
level of unity.
During the .night an updated
Jeaflet -was prepared and run-off;
The new leaflet urged supportive
faculty members to bring their
classes over to the sit-in and for
the classes to hold discussions
on the death of -Open Admis-
sions and the ways and means of
building a mass movement in re-
sponse.
Tuesday began on a high note
as the size of the sit-in swelled
with the arrival of several class-
es and their teachers.
In all, seven class sections
were held in the occupied build-
ing- and all were addressed by
members of the Strike Action
Committee.
Yesterday afternoon The Com-
municator received information
that the Personnel Office was
trying to determine which CETA
Workers might foe participating
in the sit-in CETA co-ordina-
tors were called and asked to
report on who was present.
One of the tutors supporting
the action told The Communi-
cator that "we are all at work,
doing the jobs we think all
teachers should foe doing in this
period. We are meeting with
scheduled classes and students
and are trying to provide rele-
vant education by discussing ;iil*e
{Continued on- Cage 4)
To Students, Faculty and Staff
of Bronx Community College:
On Monday, January 12, 1976,
at about 2 p.m., a group of in-
dividuals, including students and
college employees, illegally occu-
pied Philosophy Hall.
At 6:40 p.m. that evening, I
jcontacted the group .by telephone
and stated: that I sympathize
with their goals of preserving
open admissions and faculty jobs;
that I was prepared to meet with
their representatives provided
they left the building by 7 p.m.
last night; that they -were tres-
passing and that appropriate ac-
tion would be taken to protect
the rights of students, faculty
and staff.
Philosophy Hall houses the
Registrar's Office, the Admis-
.sions Office and the Bursar's
Office. By their unlawful action,
those occupying the, building are
preventing stude-nts* faculty and
staff from entering freely and
. they are therefore harnpering
normal college activities and de-
priving the college community of
vital services.
As a result of this action these
services cannot be performed:
• Processing and distribution
of financial aid checks to. stu-
dents.
• Processing of payroll rec-
ords.
• Planing and scheduling of
Spring registration. •
• Planning and organizing fi-
nal examinations.
• Offering regularly scheduled
classes affecting many students
at this critical time at the end
of the semester.
Moreover, as a consequence of
the unlawful occupation of Phil-
osophy Hall, students are depriv-
ed of access to their academic
and financial aid records.
I have been in the forefront of
the fight to maintain the finan-
cial health of the City University
so that it may continue tos para-
vide open access to present :aad
future student*. As in the past, I
am always willing to discuss
these matters with members-of
the college community ./However,
action detrimental to students,
faculty and staff and to the prop-
er functioning of the college can-
not and will not be tolerated.
James A. Colston
Transfer Day
To help - students plan for
transfer to senior colleges,
Transfer Coordinator Mae Gold-
berg has announced the schedul-
ing of another OUNY Transfer
Day, to be held this time on
Thursday, February 26, noon to
2 p.m., in the Gould Student
Annex. Representatives from
City University senior colleges
will be on hand to answer ques-
tions pertaining to transfer re-
quirements and provide petti-
nent information.
Evening students should eoiv- /..
tact Prof. Dorothy Seeker in
room 209, Laew, for information
on where they may meet the
senior college reps.
Students may obtain a CUNY
Transfer Application and other
related forms 'beginning Feb-
ruary 2 at the following loca-
tions: Registrar's Office, room
26, Philosophy Hall, during
regular office hours; Transfer
Office, room 308, Loew, from
9:30 a.m.«to 4. p.m.; and Even-
.ing -Session office, room 209,
Loew, -from 5:30 to 9 p-m.
The . deadline for - .returning
terms to the Registrar's Office
is,: .March 1.
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Blame Board Inaction
As Strike Vote Stalls
By CHARLES CLAY
A referendum, polling student opinion about a Spring
Semester Strike, has been proposed, but action on it has
been stalled by student government.
The Student Governing Board, a committee that has
authority to approve a referendum proposal, has cancelled
CUFA Stages Strong Action Against
Emergency Finance Control Board
Members of CUNY United for Action (CUFA) took militant action against the
Emergency Finance Control Board (EFCB) which was meeting to consider imposing tui-
tion at city colleges. The demonstration took place last Friday.
At noon, demonstrators walked into the building at 55 Street and Avenue of the
Americas where EFCB headquarters are located within Governor Carey's office complex
in the same building. Although press coverage; and
its last two meetings at which
the proposal would have been
voted upon.
The idea of a referendum has
been circulating among students
and staff for some time now.
Basically, the referendum would
ask the students their opinion
whether a strike should be held
et BCC at the beginning of the
spring semester. One proposal
for the referendum reads as fol-
lows: "Bronx Community Col-
lege should shut down from the
first day of registration of
Spring 1976 semester until such
time as open admissions and
free tuition are guaranteed, en-
trance tests and student prog-
ress criteria abolished, and all
professional and non-professional
jobs extant on September 1,
1975 restored."
An active student involved in
the fight against the budget cut-
backs says, "The cancellation of
these meetings (Student Govern-
ing Board) jeopardizes tho
gauging of student opinion, since
the referendum vote, to be ac-
curate, would necessitate at
least two or three days voting.
Adequate time would also be
needed to inform the students
of the basic issues in the refer-
endum."
Day Student Government
President Harry Tracey, when
asked his opinion, replied that he
couldn't support a strike refer-
endum without having first tak-
en the proposal to the CUNY
Senate. Otherwise, he feels, he
would be "betraying" CUNY stu-
dents.
However, Logio Jimenez, Day
Government Secretary, said:
"Tracey's main concern should
be for the opinions at BCC
rather than those of the CUNY
Senate." A member of the Strike
Action Committee added that
"avoidance and/or lack of en-
thusiasm for the referendum
proposal is shocking." He added,
"This referendum will allow the
masses of students to voice
their view and bring the issues
of the budget cuts, open admis-
sions and free tuition into the
open, generating mass student
involvement in our struggle to
keep and enhance the quality of
our education."
Prof. Samuel Ehrenpreis,
Chairman of the Department of
History, believes that if a ma-
jority of students voted to strike,
"it would hurt our image" and
provide an incentive to the
ibudget cutters to cut more.
Prof. Ehrenpreis voiced the
opinion that students and teach-
ers should demonstrate on week-
ends to prove their sincerity.
Alt: Grads
All students who expect to
graduate in June or August
1976 must file a Candidate for
Degree Card before March 1.
Cards will toe available begin-
ning February 2 in the Regis-
trar's Office, room 26, Philoso-
phy Hall; the Transfer Office,
room 308, Loew, 9:30 a.m. to
4 p.m.; and in room 209, Loew,
5:30 to 9 p.m.
Dr. Norman Eagle, of the Of-
fice of Institutional Research,
said, "I agree with the proposed
referendum. It seems to me that
without very strong resistance
we will see not only the death
of open admissions but, within
a very short time, the imposition
of full tuition as well. A student
boycott of the City University
would dramatize our plight and
allow the 240,000 students and
20,000 faculty members to work
together here, in Albany and in
Washington so that adequate
fundfng is guaranteed to the
University."
the action was to have been
"secret," policemen were there
and prevented demonstrators
from occupying the Governor's
office.
"A wall of cops protected the
offices, and after some push and
shove we had to retreat to the
hallway," a CUFA demontsrator
related.
Demonstrators presented a
number of demands and threat-
ened to stay in the building un-
til either the demands were met
or the protesters were arrested.
Among the demands were: a
call for restoration of open ad-
missions and continuation of
CUNY's free tuition policy; a
meeting with the EFCB with
Photo by George Cohen
BURNING BEAME: The Mayor is burned in effigy as
tempers of Labor Department protesters blaze.
BCC Assistants Participate
In Protest At Labor Office
Over the vacation, the struggle of CETA workers to
avert 14,000 planned layoffs heated up. Remedial Assist-
ants from BCC were among 150 angry demonstrators who
occupied the Department of Labor offices for ten hours
on December 30.
The demonstrators demanded:
• Rescind the layoffs of the
14,000.
• Retain all CETA workers
until the program runs out, and
retain them when it is renewed.
• Rehire all laid-off CETA
workers with back pay.
At first, the Department of
Labor refused to even acknowl-
edge the layoffs. After several
hours, they admitted knowledge
but claimed they were power-
less. Finally, the Department
called Deputy City Mayor Zu-
cotti and delayed slated Janu-
ary firings for 30 days.
The demonstrators accepted
this concession but stated it
wasn't enough. The Department
of Labor then called in 30 hel-
meted Tactical Squad police who
moved the militant protesters
out, arresting four people, all of
them CUNY students or work-
ers, in the process.
Among those arrested were
Dan Correa, a reporter for the
Lehman College paper The Me-
ridian, and Tom Catlow, a vet-
eran counselor at CCiNY.
The city-wide demonstration
followed by one week a take-
over of the Administration Build-
ing at CCNY by a group of
Veterans who are CETA work-
ers.
Student Support
Both actions had the support
of the new city-wide coalition
CUNY United For Action
(CUFA). In a leaflet distributed
during the picketing which pre-
ceded the Department of Labor
takeover, CUFA stated their
support for CETA workers be-
cause "we all, students and
workers, face the same enemy—
the banks and the corporations
which run and control the city
and federal government."
CUFA further stated that
"students cannot defend the
CUNY system unless they are
part of a larger overall struggle
of workers in New York against
any and all cuts."
The demonstration was or-
ganized by the CETA Workers
Action Committee (CWAC). In
supporting the struggle of CETA
workers, CUFA wrote that "we
hope CETA workers on the
campuses will want to work
with CUFA in addition to
CWAC. These should not be
seen as opposing movements —
rather they should support and
strengthen each other."
an open
hearing. CUFA also demanded
that the EFCB stop making pol-
icy decisions for City University.
CUFA is a city-wide coalition
of students and faculty from
CUNY who are discontented
with the lack of leadership of
the University Student Senate
and the Professional Staff Con-
gress in the struggle against
budget cuts. The group considers
the EFCB an "illegal body
which has no right to decide the
fate of CUNY." The EFCB is
made up of politicians and rep-
resentatives from banks and
corporations who meet to con-
struct a "sound economic plan"
for the city and its agencies.
The ranks of demonstrators
started to thin out when m-Any
decided it was of no use to get
arrested for "standing in a hall-
way." The group dwindled to
about half its size, with many
of those leaving remaining in
the building's ground floor lo'iby
where some evaluations and cri-
ticism of the action were voiced.
Those who remained upstairs
tried to take over the governor's
mail room. Another scuffle wi th
the police broke out and pn,-
tcsters were once again pushed
into the hallway where they
vowed to stay until their de-
mands were met.
Students from BCC'.s Strike
Action Committee (SAC) and
members of the campus chapter
of the Progressive Labor Party
heard of the demonstration and
formed a delegation which went
to the scene of the action to
support the -protesters.
"Although we did not agree
with the way the action was
organized," a BCC group mem-
ber claimed, "we felt that the
least we could do was go down
there and play some kind of
support role for an action which
was directed against the crooks,
bankers and politicians of the
EFCB."
While BCC students joined
those from other colleges in the
lobby, Governor Carey, accom-
panied by a bodyguard came out
of an elevator and onto the
street. Before long, the demon-
strators recognized him and
started to chant such slogans as,
"Carey says cutbacks; we say
fight back."
Finding a cab for the governor
in the middle of miitcwn rush
hour traffic was difficult. One
passenger in a cab refused to
give it up for Carey. When
Carey and his bodyguard finally
did get into a taxi, the demon-
strators proceeded to punch,
kick and rock the cab until
dozens of policemen intervened.
CUFA demonstrators still in
the building hallway decided to
vacate by 7:30 p.m. Commenting
on why they decided to do 'so>,
a spokesman reported, "We felt
that getting arrested then, in
such an isolated situation, was
not going to help build the mass
movement in any way. We ac-
complished certain things. The
EFCB did not take a vote on
the tuition issue, we got some
news coverage, and we showed
the EFCB that students and
faculty are willing to confront
them beyond peaceful demonstra-
tion and picket lines."
A. Garcia
Calendar Update
The following revisions have
been made in the academic
calendar:
Thursday, January 15: Human
Rights Day. No classes, day or
evening.
Monday, January 19: A Thurs-
day schedule will be followed,
day and evening.
Tuesday, January 20: Last
Day of classes, Fall, 1975 se-
mester.
Wednesday, January 21 to
Tuesday, January 27: Final
Exam Week.
Tuesday, February 3 to Thurs-
day, February 19: Registration,
except on Thursday February 12
(Lincoln's Birthday) and Mon-
day, February 16 (Washington's
Birthday).
Monday, February 23: First
day of classes, Spring 1976 se-
mester.
Monday, April 12 to Saturday,
April 17: Spring recess.
Monday, May 31: Memorial
Day. No classes, day or evenin-
ing.
Aid Check Dates Changed
Revisions in the academic
calendar for the Spring semester
have forced changes in the check
distribution schedule for students
receiving financial aid.
"Students should realize that
the changes will mean they have
to plan to budget their money
accordingly," said Financial Aid
Director Kathleen Little.
Under the new schedule, only
College Work Checks will be
distributed on January 20 and
21 and on February 3 and 4.
No grants or stipends will be
paid on these dates.
The first SEOG, CD and
Nursing Scholarship checks of the
semester will be distributed on
February 17 and 18. This will
be a double check to make up
for the late start of the sem-
ester, and only students who
have registered for twelve
credits or more will be allowed
to pick up their checks.
The first check in March,
which will also be a BEOG
check, will be given out over
three days because of the large
number of checks involved. If
your last name begins -with a
letter from A to G, report for
your check on March 2; H to Q,
March 3; R to Z, March 4.
The last SEOG, CD and Nurs-
ing Scholarship check of the
Spring semester will be distrib-
uted on May 25 and 26.
"I am very sorry for any
inconvenience this may cause
students," Ms. Little explained.
"Unfortunately, no advances can
be given on spring checks until
the semester actually begins on
'February 23, because students
are not entitled to any of their
money while classes are not in
session."
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Moving On
We Have A Lot To Lose
Building A Movement
It's difficult to build a political movement
. The.two day sit-in was a start and we learned a lot.
Most of all, those of us who participated learned how
the system we live in sticks a lot of bad ideas into our heads
—ideas and even fears which hold us back.
We like to believe that there must be an easier way.
Maybe moral pleas or letter writing or simply wishing that
a giant movement would appear all at once: These things,
however, are illusions.
It's easy to say: "I'll be there when it all gets together."
Or "I'm for everything the movement is doing but...." But
to change reality, we have to participate And that's hard
to do when our time and energy are taken up working and
trying to just survive.
To build a movement we have to rededicate and real-
locate our energies and priorities. We have to learn to hang
with a meeting or an action and learn to work with each
other, even though things might get momentarily confused.
In the course of all this, we have to educate ourselves
and each other. Open Admissions was won in 1969 not
just because people were militant. People in 1969 acted in
the context of a revolutionary movement which recognized
the root injustices of American society and the particular
oppression of Blacks, Puerto Ricans and other oppressed
peoples. That's why our brothers and sisters back then de-
manded more than the opportunity to attend CUNY. They
demanded 'that the education they receive here must toe
relevant and that it provide information about our history,
the history of working people as a whole.
While the revolutionary movement appears much weak-
er today, the society as a whole is in a deeper and more
final crisis. Outf rulers are in a crisis and they are trying
to make us pay in all areas of our lives—jobs, schooling
and services. , .
In the same way that a movement isn't built all at
once, we certainly don't expect that all of us can instantly
develop a full understanding of the situation we're facing.
Hey There, Critics
. Given the attempt of the Student Government to shut
down The Communicator, we should point out that, in the
last issue, we had two city-wide scoops. And, since the Stu-
dent Government is particularly upset over our politics,
we would like to say that both scoops were the result of
our political commitment to get below the surface and
serve the people with the real facts.
We were the first paper in New York City to uncover
the firing of 14,000 GETA workers—a story still being ig-
nored in the press.
We are still the only ones who have revealed the
Board's backup plan on killing Open Admissions. As we
reported in the last issue, the BHE is still thinking about
tracking people who would fail the new tests into "skills
centers" or glorified vocational high schools. They are
prepared to offer this as a concession to any mass move-
ment fighting to restore Open Admissions. This racist
tracking plan is nothing but the BHE's original plan for
phoney, partial "open" admissions — a plan shelved during
the avalanche of student protest in 1969 for full Open Ad-
missions.
PUZZLE PEOPLE
By AIM GARCIA
It is hard for BCC students, or any other stu-
dent for that matter, to believe that anyone who
is part of the campus community would make a
sales pitch in favor of, tuition for students of the
City University. But, alas, in the last issue of
The Communicator, Doug Strauss, from the Stu-
dent Development Department, advocates tuition.
According to Strauss and the budget cutters,
tuition wjll benefit the "overwhelming majority"
of BCC students.
Mr. Strauss's argument can be divided in two
parts; his economic argument, and the political
aspects of his pro-tuition stand. I will first ana-
lyze the economic mumble-jumble he uses to sell
us tuition, and then proceed to analyze his stand
politically.
The "punch" of Mr. Strauss's argument is that
BCC students will gain monetarily if tuition is
imposed. He "demonstrates"-this "fact" by treat-
ing us to an economic tongue-twister On" the
different financial aid available to students now,
and others which will be available to us after
tuition is imposed. According to Mr. Strauss, as
a result of these programs, iBCC students will
gain $300 in financial aid. In the least, their
tuition will be paid for, and they will, still have
some extra money in their pockets. So, asks
Mr. Strauss, why should we oppose tuition when
we have nothing to lose from it?
First of all, we do have a lot to lose: free
tuition. We have nothing to gain but more head-
aches. Even if momentarily we could deal with
tuition by getting more Financial Aid from the
various programs, in the long run we stand
to lose. The programs that Mr. Strauss wants
us to depend on are not forever; further,
if our only means of getting an education will
be through these programs then we will becorile
politically subservient to the people who develop
and approve them, who, incidentally, are none
other than the budget cutters themselves. Finally,
along with tuition comes an immediate end to
Open Admissions which will eliminate from CUNY
the very same people whom Mr. Strauss claims
will gain from the imposition of tuition: minority
students. I say tnis because the advocates of
tuition want.to make CUNY part of the "State"
University where there is no" Open Admissions.
All the financial aid programs that Mr. Strauss
mentions in his argument — BEOG, the Tuition
Assistance Program (TAP) — are subject to re*
newal by the Federal (In the case of BEOG) and
the State (in the case of TAP), governments. The '
* question arises Immediately; who or what is going
to guarantee the existence of these programs In
the future? Is Mr. Strauss going to provide tuition
money for us in the eventuality that these pro-?
grams are ended? I doubt it. But let's assume
that Mr. Strauss's ple-in-the-sky programs will
continue "forever" and that we will be able tti
pay tuition as a result of the benevolence of the
budget cutters, and that Open Admission will
continue; what will happen then when students
decide to protest and fight back against other"
policies such ast stricter requirements (academic)
to stay in school, or harsher disciplinary methods,
or increases in tuition? As has happened in othel
cases, we will be so dependent on the powefl
structure that the threat of losing these wonder-'
ful programs will make it twice as hard foff
students to organize and fight back efficiently
against the do-gooders.
It is clear from the purely economic argument*
outlined above that Mr. Strauss's "analysis" is
a fallacy, and that tuition can only work against
us. It will be interesting to note also that Mr.
Strauss is not being at all original in his economic
"analysis." He is basically putting forward th*
same views of the budget cutters who have pro*
posed tuition.
Now we come to the political consequence*
which th% imposition of tuition will bring about.
Again, what Mr. Strauss has to say is basically
what the budget cutters say themselves. An4
at this point it is not enough to call them budget
cutters; we must call them racist budget cutters*
According to Mr. Strauss, the students who
will be hurt by the imposition of tuition are white.
It is clear from his own analysis that he ad-
vocates tuition, therefore if I am to believe his
sales pitch, I would have to conclude that he is
racist against white students. But I don't believe
that, although I think he is in fact using racist
arguments to divide the students along racial
lines. And, again, he is not being original because
every single budget-cutting scheme developed
against CUNY has been aimed at splitting the .
students along racial lines. The purpose of these
divisionary tactics is to weaken the students front
within and get the budget cuts through with the
least possible opposition. That the budget cuts are
racist is a fact. That is why we should oppose
any cuts whatsoever and reject any plan to "save**
CUNY which would pit whites against minorities;
It is interesting to note that Mr. Strauss did
not. mention a word about XJpen, Admissions fl*
hi« letter to The Communicator. I <*aye delflfc-
erateiy given the impression that this program;
still exists in CUNY. But tiie fact is that Open
Admissions was eliminated. This program was
won during the late '60s bj; CUNY students wWfli
imllltantly fought against the racist admisst<N*p0tU
cies which systematically kept Mack and Latitt
students out of CUNY. The Board of Higher Edu-
cation, which governs CUNY, wiped oat this prow
gram in its December meeting and decided to
turn to racist testing habits. Yet not a word about
this from Mr. Strauss. How interesting.
Philosophy Hall Sit-In .
By JOSEPH JOYNEB, JR.
Happy New Year to all. Our
puzzle last time asked: If a
clock takes seven seconds to
strike seven, then how long does
it take the same clock to strike
ten? For the answer you have
' to make one small but very
important assumption and that is
that it takes no significant time
for the clock to strike so that
the time is consumed during
the interval .between successive
strikes. Thus, to strike seven,
there are six intervals. Seven
seconds divided into six intervals
allows for 1 1/6 seconds per in-
terval. For the same clock to
strike ten, there are nine inter-
vals, each one 1 1/6 seconds
long. Thus, the clock requires
9 (1 1/6) =10% seconds.
If you didn't get that one,
maybe the new year will 'bring
you luck with this one:
Sixty-five people are entered
in a tennis tournament. Each
person plays a match with one
opponent at a time. The winner
advances to the next round of
play where he faces one oppon-
ent. Again the winner advances
to the next stage. How many
matches are necessary T>efore
the tournament winner is. de-
cided?
(Continued from Page 2)
critical issues within CUNY."
Time was spent late Tuesday
afternoon gathering pledges of
support for tutors threatened
with firing from teachers, stu-
dents and other campus workers.
Yesterday afternoon, President
Colston sent a written memo
into the sit-in, expressing "sym-
pathy" but emphasizing that "we
cannot and will not condone in-
terruption of College services."
Asked by the demonstrators to
directly reply to the demands
regarding the calling of a cam-
pus meeting, amnesty, and re«-
fusal to fire CETA workers,
Colston and the Deans of the
College replied that the situa-
tion of remedial assistants was
being reviewed by city and fed-
eral officials (see story this
page) and thaj; they could not
call a meeting "under the con-
ditions you propose."
In the final series of move-
ent meetings within the occu-
pied 'building, participants voiced
the desire not to toe intimidated
'by threats and not to foe led
astray from the overall purpose
of beginning to build a move-
ment. "However," one speaker
asserted, "we should not make
a gung ho obsession out of this
building. We can always seize a
building and in the course of
this struggle, this must be done
again and again."
The meeting also had a con-
sensus that it would be incorrect
to further tie up the affairs of
the bursar's office as students
are to receive checks later this
week. "We have shown," a
speaker stated, "that seizing a
building here is not just sym-
bolic. It provides a 'base of pow-
er, but we should not do any-
thing which would ultimately
hurt the students who must be
part of an organized movement."
After two sets of votes, every-
. one decided to evacuate the
building and continue activities.
A mass meeting has been called
for noon today.
A spokesman for the Strike
Action Committee summed up«
"It was a positive action that
united campus workers and stu-
dents defending each other's
rights—the right to an education
and the right to a useful jofc,
We have thrown out the ideas,
concentrating on Open Admis-
sions, which a protest movement
needs to win."
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Music To My Ears ^^
No Hosin This Wire Fire
Open Forum
Ahimsa: Facing Specism
By LENNY RINALDI
At tho Bottom Line was Eng-
lish virtuoso Kim Simmonds
with his Savoy Brown Blues
Band. Savoy Broun has been
around since the early 60's and
has 'broken up several times
since. The new band is still as
fresh as ever as it proved at
the Bottom Line. Simmonds is
the master of his guitar, and
as he boogies and wails out
the blues, you simply cannot
take your eyes off him and
his super-speedy fingers es they
race up and down the guitar's
neck. They performed cuts from
their excellent new L.P.-Wire
Fire (London) and most note-
worthy was the Hero Zero cut.
They also performed some Mud-
dy Waters oldies like Here I
Am and a Savoy Brown classic,
Whiskey Blues.
The group is tight and com-
pact, each member complement-
ing the other. But, in actuality,
it is Kim Simmond's show and
that means an electrical fire no
hose can possibly put. out.
Opening the show was a new
Canadian group called The
Dudes who came off with a
healthy Mot.1. The Hoople take
of f . Three gui ta rs and two
drummers insured p o w e r f u l
electrical power and delivered it
in sometimes too much voltage.
Nevertheless, their excellence ex-
celled their oJectrical excess and
standouts included Rock And
Roll, Debutante and Juvenile
Delinquent, both found on their
new L.P. We're No Angels (Co-
lumbia). They definitely are
Worth picking up on and are
sure to be headlining the Bot-
tom Lane next time around.
BEAMING HAMLET
iFollowing the footsteps of
Superstar and Sgt. Pepper is a
new musical, Rockabye Hamlet,
opening at the Minskoff Thea-
tre on February 17. Directed
by the reputable Gower Cham-
pion and taken from Shakes-
peare's Hamlet, it promises to
be a spectacle of music and
dance. By the way, the ghost of
Hamlet's father will lie played
'by a laser boom. I ' l l let; you
know how well next lime.
Ni;\v L.P.'S
A new nn',1 impor tan t force
in th" disci1 f i e ld is J immy
James and tho Vagabonds wi th
their You Don't Stand A
Chance It You Can't Dam*
(Pyo). Wi th a hea l thy he lpfu l
hand at production from Biddu,
whose own orchestra is putting
out disco hits faster than you
can count them, Jimmy James
catches fire. Except for one slow
soulful flame, the al'bum ex-
hilarates with hot blooded disco
madness. The best is the title
cut which opens and closes the
album and I Am Somebody
which will pound and boil the
dance floor. Another excellent
cut, Oom«» Lay Some Lovin' On
Me, does just that, complete
with sexy female backing. This
is a true find from someone
we're sure to hear more from
this year.
From South Africa To South
Carolina — Gil Scott Heron and
Brian Jackson (Arista) are the
final statement in political
poetry. Heron's poetry epito-
mizes the Mack struggle from
the roots in Africa to the strug-
gles in the South up until to-
day's black movement. With the
help of Brian Jackson, he fuses
such sounds as the disco beat
of Johannesburg;, the jazzy jingo
with South Carolina (Barmvell),
and a conga-samba spelling out
hope in A Levely Day, all ex-
emplifying the private revolution
of Gil Scott Heron and Brian
Jackson teachin', preachin', and
especially pleasin' the mind and
soul.
For jam packed commercial-
ized jazz that manages the im-
possible task of pleasing every-
one, pick up City Life by the
Blackbyrds (Fantasy). The title
cut is a powerful jazz delight,
lined with horn arrangements by
Wade Marcus. Happy Music is
fast-paced disco while AH I Ask
is music to unwrap that sweet
thing by. The production by
Donald Byrd should not go un-
noticed especially in Flying High
which has a combination of soft
vocals, flutes and strings which
will insure an easy flight to the
top of the charts and ring those
golden bells.
For truly satisfying soul Free
To Be Myself — Edwin Starr
( G r a n i t e ) is the place to look to.
Starr pops i y > with a tremen-
dous tempo about once every
year and with this new one he
simply outdoes himself. Abyssi-
nia Jones will definitely be the
song we will remember him by,
for he swear$ out his soul, disco
style. Starr leads his backup,
the Dynamic Concept, through
a note perfect arrangement, and
the song leaves you hankering
for more. His choice of tunes
like Toys, a sax inspired Rain-
bow, the soul searchin' Pain and
the tender Jovin' Best Of My
Past proves undeniably that
Edwin Starr is a star who will
shine in your collection of su-
preme soul music.
Looking at the folk rock
category, we see the ghost of
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young
upon us, not in a group effort,
but in the form of a solo
and a duo performance. Like
Casper, this is a good ghost;
and Crosby and Nash's Wind On
The Water (ABC) exemplifies
thi.s. Previous solo effor ts of
both David Crosby and Graham
Nash have 'been good but have
had t h e i r ups and downs. To-
gether, the two men form a
ma:;icril combination with the
savory essences of CSN and Y,
esiK'cial ly in Crosby's Carry Me
and Nash's Love Work Out
where they l i tera l ly work out
to an electric sweat. The piece
de resistance is a three piece
interlude entitled To The Last
Whale: (a) Critical Mass (b)
Wind On The Water—which has
a mesmerized spiritual feeling
that begs to be played over
again.
Neil Young's Zuma (Reprise)
is a happy relief. Young has
been on the brink of disaster
after his last two forgettable
albums. He's reteamed with his
one time backing group, Crazy
Horse, and revitalized his coun-
try-folk roots to bring us a bevy
of tunes of love and loss that
rival his earlier classics. Bitter-
sweet vocals with whining
guitars add spunk to such cuts
as DrivelKvek, Don't Cry No
Tears and an epic tale of Cor-
tez The Killer which stands out
as the Neil Young Mona Lisa.
He <°nds the album with his fel-
low compadres-Crosby. Stills and
Nash-on a too short Through
The Sails to assure us that the
group together can still work
wonders.
For country hard rock at its
mightiest, I need only to men-
tion Allman Brothers and say
no more. With standout co-lead-
ers Greg Allman and Richard
Betts, Win Lose Or Draw
(Capricorn) rides to the top
with such winners as Bett's
High Falls, a fourteen minute
instrumental guitar tour de
force gushing with sweet melo-
dies very much in the vein of
Jessica, an earlier Allman awe-
binding spectacle. The title cut
and Can't Lose What You Never
Had are other examples of that
down home Macon Georgia ooun-
try-mania that washes that ass
shake and makes de body feel
oh so good. If the Allmans are
new to you, another double L.P.
The Road Goes On Forever
(Capricorn) is a collection of
the best of the Allmans from
their first monumental outburst.
It includes the aforementioned
Jessica as well as Midnight
Rider, Ramblin Man and Melis-
sa and will convert you into
an Allman applauder instantly.
Folk-rock with a hint of jazz
is whaf's spiced up in Joni
Mitchell's The Hissing Of Sum-
mer Lawns (Electra). Joni is a
first rate poetess and singer,
and her music runs from the
avant-garde The Jungle Line to
the lovely Edith And The King-
pen. Her silken-satin voice has
notes capped with rose-petals
sounding fresh and sweet, ro-
mantic and embalming, and most
of all, originally profound. Also
noteworthy is the title cut and
Harry's House — Centerpiece.
Joni has managed to match her
Court And Spark effort with
something new and fresh as the
smell of just cut grass.
Top Twenty of '75
1. Face The Music. Electric
Light Orchestra (UA)
2. Best Years of Our Lives.
Steve Harley and Cockney
Rebel (EMI)
3. Crisis? What Crisis?
Supertramp (A&M)
4. Heart of The City, Barabas
(ATCO)
5. Young Americans. David
Bowie (RCA)
6. Soap Opera/Schoolboys in
Disgrace. Kinks (RCA)
7. Chain Reaction. Crusaders
(ABC)
8. Wish You Were Here. Pink
Floyd (Col)
9. Capt. Fantastic. Elton John
(MCA)
10. One of These Nights. Eagles
(Elektra)
11. Blue Jays. Haywood and
Lodge (Threshold)
12. That's The Way of The
World. Earth, Wind and Fire
(Col)
13. The Original Soundtra**.
lOcc (Mercury)
14. Minstrel In The Gallery.
Jethro Tull (Chrysalis)
15. Lamb Lies Down on
Broadway. Genesis (Atlantic)
16. Tramps (Golden Fleece)
17. Ambrosia (20th Century)
18. Main Course. Bee Gees
(RSO)
19. Macho. Gabor Szabo (CTI)
20. Cunning Stunts. Caravan
s.BTM)
By JOYCE BLOOM
Man is a rational species; he
possesses a higher consciousness.
He is, therefore, the crown of
creation. How then can he be
so incredibly ruthless? How can
man permit the idea that non-
humans are utilities or mere
means to human ends to pervade
the thinking and behavior of
many cultures, including our
own ?
Specism is a type of prejudice
which is similar to racism. The
racist tries to justify the mal-
treatment of people on the basis
' of assumed biological differences
between peoples — an absurd
argument, of course. The specist
is a racist of sorts. The racist
believes he is entitled to ignore
the golden rule when dealing
with human groups which are
not his own. The specist is ready
to blithely ignore and to actively
destroy many kinds of life which
are not congruent to his own.
There is no justification for
animal exploitation - vivisection
or experimentation on animals—
based on the argument of bio-
logical differences between spe-
cies. While differences between
humans and animals clearly do
exist, there is no justification
for tho current view in society
that man is entitled to treat
members of other species in a
way that would be deemed mor-
ally wrong for his own species.
People show complete dis-
regard for animal life. In-
efficient, senselessly repetitive
and inhumane animal vivisection
comes immediately to mind.
There are viable alternatives to
animal experimentation which in
many cases may be superior:
cell culture, tissue culture, and
organ culture research, gas
ehromatography, mass spectrom-
etry, modeling and simulation,
as well as qualitative and quan-
titative analyses.
And what can we say of the
hunter. How could he ever have
been called a "sportsman"?
Sport is healthy recreational
physical activity, but hunting is
killing. Killing is murder. Is it
less than murder because the
hunter does not go to trial? We
need to begin a thought process,
to participate in reform, to
strike down the concept that
killing is fun.
"The leghold trap," according
to Sterling North, "is the most
sadistic' invention since the rack
and torture wheels of the middle
ages. No one but a barbarian
would use such an intensely pain-
ful device." The fact is it is used,
and animals often gnaw off their
own foot in order to escape the
trap. But how can animals
escape the thoughtless customers
who look for lovely coats with-
out checking the lable? Whether
Poe Event
The Bronx Society of Science
and Letters marks the 167th
birthday of Edgar Allan Poe
with a ceremonial tribute Sun-
day, January 18, in the BCC
Hall of Fame. The program,
open to the public, begins at
2 p.m. The president of the
Bronx Society of Science and
Letters, Dr. WTilliam C. Woolf-
son, will preside.
Highlights of the ceremony
will include readings from Poe
and commentaries on his work
and life; a wreath laying at the
Poe bust; and a presentation of
the history of the site of the
Hall of Fame by Bronx historian
Dr. Theodore Kazimiroff.
the animal whose fur we wear
was caught in the wild or raised
for the purpose of selling, it
was killed. We participate in
killing when we purchase fur,
suede, leather and other animal
products, instead of available
simulated alternatives. We can
make a difference each time we
reject slaughter in the name of
fashion.
Animal suffering comes closer
to home when the thought oc-
curs to us that we participate
in murder when we behave as
carnivores. Anatomically speak-
ing, man's skull, teeth, intestines
and body processes more closely
resemble those of vegetarians
than of carnivores. The chem-
icals, 'bacteria, additives, pre-
servatives and hormones in the
meat people ingest are enough
of an argument for vegetarian-
ism. But there are moral rea-
sons as well.
The North American Vegetar-
ian Society has noted that the
entire life of a captive "food
animal" is an unnatural one of
artificial breeding, vicious cas-
tration and/or hormone stimula-
tion, feeding of abnormal diet
for fattening purposes and,
eventually, long rides in intense
discomfort to the ultimate end.
The hold pens, the electronic
prods and tail-twisting, the
object terror and fright, the
accidental misses of the "humane
slaughter" stunning device—all
these are still very much a part
of the most "modern" animal
raising, shipping and slaughter-
ing.
The beginning of ethical vege-
tarianism is the knowledge that
other creatures feel and that
their feelings are similar to ours.
Because we know in ourselves
the feeling of pain and suffering,
we should refuse to be a party,
to inflicting such anguish upon
others.
There are preferred alternates
to meat that can provide the
proteins and other nutrients re-
quired to sustain healthy human
life. Frances Moore Lappe, La
her book Diet For A Small
Planet, points out that the grain
which is fed to cattle intended
for slaughter would toe used
more efficiently to feed the
hungry people of the world. All
people can learn to combine veg-
etables, grain and dairy products
to maximize the protein content
of foods.
We must practice Ahimsa in
our lives. Ahimsa, means non-
violence. Its goal is a better
world, a more peaceful planet,
a saner existence on all levels.
We can be fully human and
make good use of our rational-
ity. We can think and choose.
Even in the land of "Meat
Street U.S.A." we have options.
It may seem difficult to make
ahimsa-oriented choices, but
we are free to do so and we
can individually make a differ-
ence. We can stop and think
about what we ingest. We can
boycott products that exploit
animals. We can be aware of
cruel animal experimentation.
We can support the Animal
Rights Movement to provide free
or low cost spay-neuter clinics
to help control the population
of unwanted animals.
Yes, man is rational. He can.
investigate; he can be aware:
he can think. He can choose vio-
lence or non-violence. He can
choose life or death. How sad
it is to choose unnecessary death
for another living creature. Does
man have the right to? Do we?
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Day And Evening Final Examination Schedidb
All final examinations, for both
'day and evening classes, will be
'given according to the schedule
below. Actual room locations will
be available from course instruc-
tors and will be posted on campus
bulletin boards later this week.
Most examinations will be given
on the Heights campus. Those
to be given at the Nursing Center
are designated by an (NO. The
regular examination period is two
hours; however, there are some
three hour exams, and they are
printed in the list 'below in boM
face type.
If you are scheduled for two
or more exams in the same time
period, you must fill out a Con-
flict Form in duplicate immedi-
ately. Day students with conflicts
should report to the Registrar's
Office, room 23, Philosophy Hall,
1 to 5 p.m. Evening students
should go to the Evening Office,
second floor of Stevenson Hall,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. or to room G-02,
Tech Two, 5:30 to 10 p.m.
Finally, students are urged to.
check with each of their instruc-
tors to confirm the information
listed below. ;
WEDNESDAY;
JANUARY 21
9:fla a.m.
ART 10-2758
APT 11-27K7•TlXv J. J. A. tu 1 \J 1
BIO' '11-1004 -j_>xvy xi -iwT»
BTPJ 11-1001?
.LJXV/ JvA J-VV*J
BIO 23-1047
BIO 23-1048
BIO 23-1049
BIO 23-1050
BIO 23-1051
/CHM 11-1421
CHM 11-1422
CHM 11-1423
OHM 11-1424
CHM 12-1425
CHEW 22-1449
CHM 22-1450
CHM 31-1451
CHM 31-1452
CMS 11-1508
DAT 42-1307
ELC 01-1701
ELC 01-1702
ELC 01-1717
ELC 11-1704
ELC 11-1705
ENG 14-1903
HLT 91-2102
LAW 45-1334
MEC 01-1751
MEC 01-1752
MEC 01- 1753
MEC 01-1754
NUR 14-2965 (NC)
NUR 14-2966 (NC)
NUR 14-2967 (NC)
NUR 14-2968 (NC)
NUR 14-2969 (NC)
NUR 14-2970 (NC)
NUR 14-2971 (NC)
NUB! 14-2972 CKC\A' VJJ.U AST.htlJ i At \J.V\J I
NUR 14-2973 ' (NC)
TVTTR Id 9Q74 f\[fi\£*t \JXtt ATft Awl^z \lst\jl
NUR 14-2975 (NC)
NTIHl 14-M7fi (TW V•i" \J MM JL^~At*r I\J \ J.^ 1 \J 1
NUR 14-297T (NC)
NUR 12-2978 (NC)
NUR 14-2980 (NC)
NUB 14-2981 (NC)
NUR 14-2983 (NC)
TWTTT1O "1 jfl OOO/4 /TkT^"1\NUR 14-2984 (NC)
nkTTTVY "t jf AAABf /TkT^*t\'NUR 14-2985 (NC)
NUR 14-2986 (NC).
NUH 14-2987 (NC)
N¥R 14-2988 (NC)
NUR 14-2989 (NC)
NUR 14-2990 (NC)
PEA 12-2041
PEA 31-2030
PEA 32-2064
SEC 34-3121
SHO 13-3143
SOC 11-3301
TYP 11^ 3159
ENG 19-1918
11:15 d.m.
ART 51-2789
BIO 11-1006
BIO 11-1010
BIO 11-1011
BIO 11-1012
BIO 12-1021
BIO 12-1022
BIO 12-1023
CMS 21-1583
ENG 14-1906
FRN 11-2602
FRN 11-2603
FRN 11-2604-
GER 11-2621
GER 11-2622
GER 11-2633
HLT 91-2110
HLT 91-3116
HLT 91-2131
HLT 91-2133
MEC 11-1758
MEC 11-1759
MET 71-1353
MTH 22-2487
MUS 10-2829
MUS 10*2832
MUS 18-2850
MUS 61-2872
MUS 62-2873
MUS 70-2874
NUR 11-2901
NUR 11-2902-
NUR 11-2903
NUR 11-2904
NUR 11-2905
NUR 11-2906
NUR 11-2909
NUR 11-2910
NUR 11-2911
NUR 11-2912
NUR 11-2915
NUR 11-2916
NUR 21-2991
NUR 21-2992
NUR 21-2993
NUR 21-2995
NUR 21-2996
PEA 11-2021
PEA 21-2027
PEA 22-2029
PEA 31-2031
PEA 41-2083
POL 11-3229
PSY 22-3270
SHO 14-3145
SOC 11-3308
TYP 11-3160
TYP 11-3163
TYP 13-3172
1:45 p.m.
ART 10-2761
ART 10-2763
ART 15-2779
BIO 25-1056
BIO 25-1057
BIO 35-1075
DAT 31-1304r
ECO 11-3203
ENG 14-1909
FRN 12-2607
GER 12-2625
HLT 91-2119
HLT 91-2125
HLT 91-2129;
HLT 97-2143
HIS 35-2347
MKT 71-1352
MTH 21-2482
MUS 11-2838
MUS> 11-2841
MUS 40-2859
MUS 40-2860
MUS 71-3878
MUS- 81-2879
NUR 13-2945 (NC)
NUR 13-2946 (NC)
NUR 13-2947 (NC)
NUR 13-2948 (NC)
NUR 13-2949' (NC)
NiURrl3-2950 (NC)1
OSFUR 13-2951 (NO
NUR 13-2952- (NO
NUR 13-2955 (NC)
NUR 13-2956 (NC)
NUR 13-2957 (NC)
NUR 13-2958 (NC)
(NUR 13-2959 (NC)
NiUR. 13-2960 (NC)
NIUR 13-2961 (NO
NUR 13-2962 (NC)
NUR 13-2962 (NC)
NUR 13-2963 (NO
NUR 13-2964 (NC)
PEA 11-2022
PEA 21-2007
PEA 21-2048
PEA- 21-3049
PEA- 22-2009
PEA 35.2077
KEAr 41-2085
PBA 45-2088
SPN 12-2682
SPN 15-2694
SPN 16-2697
SPN 24-2702
TYP 11-3165'
TYP 13-3171
4:00 p.m.-
ART lO-^ ee" (NO
ART 12-2777
BIO 11-1015
BIO 11-1016
BIO 11-1017
BIO 11-1018
BUS 51-1269
BUS 51-1270
BUS 51-1271
CMS 11-1557
CMS 14-1579
CMV 96-1691
CMV 97-1693
EDU 14-3351
ELC 92-1716
ESL 01-3395
ESL .11-3403
GEO 10-2376
GEO 10-2377
GEO 10-2378
GEO 10-2379
GEO 10-2380
GEO 10-2381
HLT 91-2127
HLT 91-2134
HLT 91-2136
HLT 93-2142
MKT 13-1345
MTH 05-2425
MTH 11-2461
MTH 11-2462
MTH 11-2463
MTH 11-2464
MTH 11-2465
MTH 11-2466
MTH 16-2469
MTH 16.-2470
MTH 16-2471*
MTH 17-2472
MTH 17-2473
MTH 17-2474
MTH 17-2475
MTH 17-2476
MUS 11-2842
MUS 71-2877
MUS 72-2878
NUR 12-2921 (NC)
NUR 12-2922 (NC)
NUR 12-2923 (NO
NUR 12-2924 ('NO
NUR 12-2925- (NC)
NUR 12-2926 ONC)
NUR 12-2927 (NO
NUR 12-2928 {NO
NUR 12-2929' (NO
NUR 12-2930 (NC)
NUR 12-2931 (N.C.)
NUR 12-2932 (NC)
NUR 12-2933 :flSTO
NUR 12-293* fNC)
NUR 12-2935 (NO
NUR 12-2936 ' fNC)
NUR 12-2937 (NO
NUR 12-2938 (NC)
NUR 12-2939 (NO
NUR 12-2940 (NO
NUR 12-2941 CNC)
NUR 12-2942 (NO
NUR 12-2943 (NC)
NUR 12-2944 (NO
NUR 22-2998
NJJR 22-2999
NUR 22-3000
NUR 22-3002
NUR 22-3003
NUR 24-3010
NUR 24-3011
NUR 24-3012
NUR 24-3813 .
NUR 24-3014
PEA 21-21&45
PEA 21-2050
PEA 22-2057
PEA 31-2012
PEA 81-20%
PHL 11-3216
PHL 11-3217
PHL 11-3218
PHY 12-3054
PSY 31-3278
PSY 41-3283
SEC 41-3122
SPN 13-2690
SPN 15-2695
SPN 41-2705
SPN 42-2707
SOC 11-3316
TYP 11-3162
TYP 12-3170
6:15 punt
BIO 35-5018
BUS 11-5251
BUS 11-5252
BUS 11-5253
BUS 11-5254
BUS 11-5255
BUS 11-5256
BUS 11-5257.
BUS 11-5259
ECO 11-7202
ECO 11-7203
ECO 11-7204
HIS 12-8009
HLT 91-6103
MEC 01-5751
MEC 01-5752
MEC 11-5754
MEC 21-5757
MTH 11-6438
MTH 11-6439
MTH 11-6440
MTH 16-6441
MTH 16-6442
MTH 16-6443
MTH 30-6451
MTH 30-6452
MTH 30-6458
MTBP 31-6454
MTH Sl-etBS'
MUS 10-6826
PEA 11-6001
PEA 21-6044
PEA 22-6046
PEA 81-6056
SEC 41-7122
SHO 11-7136
SHO 12-7138
SHO 13-7139
SHO 15-7140
SHO 17-7142-
8:30 p.ifiu
ART 10-6758
BUS 51-S264
BUS 51-5265
BUS 51-5266
DAT 30-5301
DAT 30-5303
DAT 40-5305
DAT 40-5306
ELC 01-5702
ELG 11-5703
ENG 13-5823
ENG 13-5824
ENG 13-5825
ENG 13-5826
ENG 13-5827
ENG 13-5828
ENG 13-5829
ENG 13-5830
ENG 13-5832 .
EIG 13-5833
ENG 13-5834
ENG 13-8001
Ettaf 13-8002
HLT 91-6109'
HLT §1-6110
MlTC" 01-5753
MEC' 11-5755
PEA 81^ 958
RE*5L 02-7435
RD&- 02-7436
ROi; 02-7437
RDL 02-7438
RISL 02^ 139
RDL 02-7441
RDL 02-7442
RDL 02-7443
RDL- 02-7444
RDL, 02-7445
RDL 02-7446
TYP 11-7156
TYP 11-7157
TYP 12-7159
TYP 13-716"!
THURSDAY,
JANUARY 22
9rOO a.tfi»
ART 11-2768
BIO 11-1001
BIO 11-1002
BIO 11-1003
BIO 11-1009
BIO 21-1034
BIO 21-1035
CHM 14-1426 (NC>
CHM..14-1438 (NC)
CHM 14-1429 (NC)
CHM 14-1480 (NC)
CHM 14-1431 (NC)
CHM 14-1432 (NC)
CHM 14-1433 (NC)
CHM 14-1435 (NC)
HLT 91-2103
MTH 05-2401
MTH 05-2402
MTH 05-2403
MTH 05-2404'
MTH 05-2405
MTH 05-2406
MTH 05-2407
MTH 05-2408
MTH 05-2409
MTH 05-2410
MTH 05-2411
MTH 05-2412
MTH 05-2413
MTH 05-2414
MTH 05-2415
MTH 05-241&
MTH 05-2417
MTH 05-2418
MTH 05-2419
MTH 05-2420
MTH 05-2421
MTH 05-2422
MTH 05-2423
MTH 05-2424
MTH 05-2426
MTH 05-2427
MTH 05-2428
MTH 05-2429
MTH 05-2430
MTH 05-2431
MTH 05-2432
MTH 05-2505
MTH 05-2506
MTH 05-2507
MTH 05-2508
MTH 05-2509
MTH 05-2510
MTH 05-2511
MTH 05-2512
MTH 05-2513
MTH 06-2433
MTH 06-2434
MTH 06-2435
MTH 06-2436
MTH 06-2437
MTH 06-2438
MTH 06-2439
MTH 06-2440
MTH 06-2441
MTH 06-2442
MTH 06-2443
MTH 06-2444
MTH 06-2445
MTH 06-2446
MTH 06-2447
. „ MTH 06-24491 '
MTtt 06-2450
MTH06-2«1'
MTH 08*2452
MTH06-251*
MT3H 06-2515
NUR 23-3005 •
NUR 23-3006
NUR 23-3007
NUR 23-3008
NUR 23-3009
NUR 26-3015 '
NUR 26-3016 '
NUR 26-3017
NUR 26-3018'
NUR 26-301§
PEA 81-2091 '
PH* 22-305S
PHY 31-3059
PH* 31-3060
PHI? 92-3061
PH* 34-3063
PSY 11-3237
PSY 11-3238
PSY 42-3284
SPN 15-2693
SOC 11-3303
TYR 01-3156
TYP 12-3166
11:15 a.m.
ART 32-2785
ART 42-2788
BIO 15-1027
BIO 15-1028
BIO 15-1029
BIO 26-1058
DAT 40-1305
ELC 45-1714
ENG 14-1905
ENG 61-1924
FRN 13-2609
HLT 91-2112
HLT 93-2140
HIS 39-2251
MKT 14-1346 .
MKT 43-1350
MEC 25-1765
MTH 21-2479
MTH 23-2490
MUS 11-2836
MUS 12-2846
MUS 41-2861
MUS 41-2862
PEA 11-2023
PEA 21-2044
PEA 22-2055
PEA 32-2065
PEA 41-2081
PSY 31-3274
SCI 11-3101
SPN 12-2681
SPN 21-2699
SPN 22-2701
SOC 34-3323
TPY 01-3157
TYP 12-3167
1. A £ -»«:4o p.m.
ACC 13-1219
ACC 13-1220 -
ACC 14-1222
ACC 14-1223
ART 10-2762
ART 11-2770
ART 11-2771
ART 11-2772
ART 11-2773
AST 11-3091
AST 11-3092
BIO 18-1032
BIO 21-1036
BIO 21-1037
BIO 21-1038
BIO 21-1039
BIO 35-1074
BIO 43-1081
BIO' 46-1082
BIO 47-1083
BIO 60-1086
CMS 11-1552
CMS 11-1558
CMS 12-1573
CMS' 13-1578
CMS' 25-1590
DA* 30-1301
DAT 30-1302
D&SF 3^ 1303*
ELC 38-1713
ENG 14-1911
HLT 91-2128
HLT 91-2130 ]
HLT 91-2131
HIS 11-2202 i
HIS 11-2203 '
HIS 11-2204 |
HIS Tl-2205
HIS 11-2206
HIS 11-2207
HIS 11-2208
HIS 37-2248- |
HIS 37-2249
• MKT 11-1341
MKT 11-1342 '
MKT -11-1343
MKT 11-1344
MTH 12-2467
MTH 18-2477
MTH 21-2484
MUS 10-2831 ]
MUS 11-2839
MUS 11-2840
MUS 52-2869
PEA 21-2028
PEA 21-2046
PEA 31-2011
PEA 35-2078
PEA 42-2087
PSY 11-3255
PSY 11-3261
TYP 01-3158
TYP 11-3161
TYP 12-3168
4:00 p.m.
ART 10-2765
ART 21-2780
ART 71-2792
BIO 12-1024
BIO 22-1046
BIO 24-1052
BIO 24-1053
BIO 24-1054
CMF 91-1681
HLT 91-2132
HIS 12-2209
HIS 12-2210
HIS 12-2211
HIS 12-2212
HIS 12-2213
HIS 12-2214
HIS 12-2215
HIS 12-2216
HIS 12-2217
HIS 12-2218
HIS 12-2219
HIS 12-2220
HIS 12-2221
HIS 12-2222
HIS 12-2223
HIS 12-2224
HIS 12-2225
HIS 12-2226
HIS 12-2227
HIS 12-2228
HIS 12-2229
HIS 12-2230
HIS 12-2231
HIS 12-2232
HIS 12-2233
HIS 12-2234
HIS 12-2235 :
HIS 12-2236
HIS 12-2237
HIS 12-2238
HIS 12-2239
HIS 12-2240
HIS 12-2242
HIS 12-2243
HIS 12-2244
MUS 12-2847
MUS 53-2870
MUS 54-2871
MUS 70-2875
PEA 22-2056
PEA 23-2061 j
PEA 32-2086
PEA 46-2090
PBA 81-2B97?
PS*-£f-3862 -
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SPN 30-2703
SPN 41-2706
TYP 11-3164
TYP 12-3169
6:15 p.m.
ACC 11-5201
ACC 11-5202
ACC 11-5203
ACC 11-5204
ACC 11-5205
ACC 11-5206
ACC 11-5207
ACC 11-5210
BIO 22-5015
BUS 41-5261
BUS 41-5262
BUS 41-5263
CMS 11-8012
CMS 12-8013
HLT 91-6104
HIS 39-8010
LAW 41-5331
LAW 41-5332
MEC 21-5758
MTH 05-6401
MTH 05-6402
MTH 05-6403
TVTTTT fl^ (\AC\Aivl i in u.j-oiiU'L]
TVPTT^T O^ (^4(1^AVI. J- .LL (_/«J O T V ' . >
MTH 05-6406
MTH 05-6415
MTH 05-6416
MTH 05-6417
MTH 05-6418
MTH 05-6419
MTH 05-6420
MTH 05-6421
MTH 05-6422
MTH 05-6458
MTH 05-6459
MTH 05-6462
MTH 05-6463
TWT*T-T H^ K4fi/l
.LVL J- rr w J— OHO -t
TVTTTT O^i f-Mfi^
-LVl J. ITT U,->-O'dO..>
TVTTT-T ncx c/lfifi1VL 1 n UJ-O*f V")
MTH 05-6468
MTH 05-6469
MTH 06-6423
MTH 36-6424
MTH 06-6425
TWTH OR-SA2K
MTH 06-6432
MTH 06-6433
MTH 06-6434
MTH 06-6435
MTH 06-6467
PEA 11-6002
PEA 11-6021
PEA 21-6045
PEA 46-6054
SEC 35-7121
SEC 45-7123
SHO 11-7137
SHO 13-7143
8:30 p.m.
ACC 12-5211
ACC 12-5212
ACC 12-5213
ACC 12-5214
ACC 13-5215
ACC 13-5216
ACC 14-5218
ACC 14-5219
ACC 14-5220
HLT 91-6111
HLT 91-6112
HIS 11-6201
HIS 11-6202
HIS 11-6203
HIS 11-6204
HIS 12-6205
HIS 12-6206
HIS 12-6207
HIS 12-6210
HIS 12-6211
HIS 12-6212
HIS 12-6213
HIS 12-6215
HIS 12-6216
HIS 12-6217
HIS 12-6220
HIS 12-6221
MKT 11-5341
MKT 11-5342
MKT 11-5343
MUS 10-6327
RDL 01-7426
RDL 01-7427
RDL 01-7428
RDL 01-7429
RDL 01-7430
RDL 01-7432
RDL 01-7434
SEC 47-7124
TYP 11-7158
TYP 12-7160
FRIDAY,
JANUARY 23
9:00 a.m.
BUS 41-1266
BUS 41-1267
BUS 41-1268
CHM 35-1454
CHM 35-1455
CHM 41-1456
CMS 12-1569
CMS 13-1577
ELC 735-171 L
ENG 13-1864
ENG 13-1865
ENG 13-1866
ENG 13-1867
ENG 13-1868
ENG 13-1869
ENG 13-1870
ENG 13-1871
ENG 13-1872
ENG 13-1873
ENG 13-1874 .
ENG 13-1875
ENG 13-1876
ENG 13-1877
ENG 13-1878
ENG 13-1879
ENG 13-1380
ENG 13-1881
ENG 13-1882
ENG 13-1883
ENG 13-1884
ENG 13-1885
ENG 13-1886
ENG 13-1887
ENG 13-1888
ENG 13-1889
ENG 13-1890
ENG 13-1891
ENG 13-1892
ENG 13-1893
ENG 13-1894
P:NG i3-i895
ENG 13-1896
ENG 13-1897
*:NG 13-1898
ENG 13-1899
ENG 13-1900
ENG 13-1901
ENG 13-1902
ENG 13-1928
ENG 13-1929
ENG 13-1930
FRN 12-2606
HLT 91-2106
HLT 91-2107
HIS 21-2246
ITL 11-2641
MTH 21-2478
MUS 11-2335
PEA 11-2001
PEA 11-2002
PEA 21-2043
PEA 22-2053
PEA 41-2079
PEA 81-2093
PHY 21-3056
PHY 21 3057
POL 11-3226
RDL 01-3426
RDL 01-3427
RDL 01-3428
RDL 01-3429
RDL 01-3430
RDL 01-3431
RDL 01-3432
RDL 01-3433
RDL 01-3434
RDL 01-3435
RDL 01-3436
RDL 01-3437
RDL 01-3438
RDL 01-3439
RDL 01-3440
RDL 01-3442
RDL 01-3443
RDL 01-3446
RDL 01-3447
RDL 01-3448
RDL 01-3449
RDL 01-3450
RDL 01-3452
RDL 01-3453
RDL 01-3455
RDL 01-3456
RDL 01-3457
RDL 01-3458
RDL 01-3459
RDL 01-3501
RDL 01-3502
RDL 01-3503
RDL 01-3504
RDL 02-3460
RDL 02-3462
RDL 02-3463
RDL 02-3464
RDL 02-3466
RDL 02-3467
RDL 02-3469
RDL 02-3470
RDL 02-3471
RDL 02-3472
RDL 02-3474
RDL 02-3475
RDL 02-3476
RDL 02-3477
7? Fit O9 "34.7^XvJL-'l—j \}£-'i_y-± i O
RDL 02-3479
RDL 02-3480
RDL 02-3482
RDL 02-3483
RDL 02-3484
RDL 02-3486
RDL 02-3487
RDL 02-3488
RDL 02-3489
RDL 02-3490
RDL 02-3491
RDL 02-3492
RDL 02-3493
RDL 02-3494
RDL 02-3495
RDL 02-3496
RDL 02-3497
RDL 02-3498
RDL 02-3499
RDL 02-3500
RDL 02-3506
RDL 02-3507
SHO 11-3138
SHO 11-3139
SHO 11-3140
SPN 12-2680
SPN 13-2688
SOC 33-3322
11:15 a.m.
BIO 11-1007
BIO 11-1008
ENG 14-1908
ENG 15-1915
ENG 51-1919
ENG 72-1926
HLT 91-2117
ITL 12-2643
MKT 4 1-1349
MTH 21-2480
MUS 10-2827
MUS 42-2863
MUS 43-2865
MUS 51-2867
MUS 51-2868
PEA 21-2026
PEA 41-2082
POL 11-3228
PSY 36-3281
SHO 12-3141
SHO 16-3147
SPN 31-2704
SOC 32-3321
1 :45 p.m.
ART 31-2784
ART 41-2786
ART 52-2790
BIO 11-1013
BIO 11-1014
CMS 11-1546
CMS 12-1574
COM 31-3111
ELC 16-1706
ELC 25-1709
ENG 54-1923
ENG 81-1927
HLT 91-2120
HLT 91-2123
HLT 93-2141
MKT 17-1347
MTH 21-2483
MTH 22-2489
MUS 10-2828
MUS 10-2830
MUS 10-2833
MUS 19-2852
MUS 40-2853
PEA 11-2004
PEA 11-2024
PEA 12-2042
PEA 23-2060
PEA 31-2010
PEA 42-2086
PEA 81-2094
PHY 11-3053
PSY 11-3252
PSY 11-3253
SHO 12-3142
SOC 35-3324
MONDAY,
JANUARY 26
9:00 a.m.
ART 10-2757
ART 10-2759
ART 10-2760
ART 22-2782
BIO 41-1078
BIO 41-1079
CMS 12-1568
DAT 41-1306
ELC 21-1707
ELC 38-1712
ESL 01-3407
ESL 11-3401
HLT 91-2108
HLT 93-2139
MKT 35-1348
MEC 31-1767
MTH 08-2455
MTH 08-2456
MTH 08-2457
MTH 08-2458
MTH 35-2504
MUS 12-2845
MUS 44-2866
PEA 11-2003
PEA 41-2080
PEA 41-2084
PEA 81-2092
SOC 11-3304
SOC 11-3305
11:15 a.m.
ACC 12-1214
ACC 12-1215
ACC 12-1216
ACC 12-1217
ACC 12-1218
CHM 02-1401
CHM 02-1402
CHM 02-1404
CHM 02-1405
CHM 02-1406
CHM 02-1407
CHM 02-1408
CHM 02-1409
CHM 02-1410
CHM 02-1411
CHM 02-1412
CHM 02-1413
CHM 02-1414
CHM 02-1416
CHM 02-1417
CHM 02-1418
CHM 02-1419
CHM 02-1420
CMS 11-1506
CMS 11-1507
CMS 11-1510
CMS 11-1511
CMS 11-1512
CMS 11-1513
CMS 11-1516
CMS 11-1517
CMS 11-1518
CMS 11-1519
CMS 11-1520
CMS 11-1521
CMS 11-1522
CMS 11-1523
CMS 11-1524
CMS 11-1526
CMS 11-1527
CMS 11-1528
CMS 11-1529
CMS 11-1530
CMS 11-1532
CMS 11-1533
CMS 11-1534
CMS 11-1535
CMS 11-1536
CMS 11-1537
CMS 11-1538
CMS 11-1539
CMS 11-1540
CMS 11-1541
CMS 11-1542
CMS 11-1544
CMS 11-1545
CMS 11-1547
CMS 11-1549
CMS 11-1550
CMS 11-1551
.CMS 11-1553
CMS 11-1554
CMS 11-1556
CMS 11-1559
CMS 11-1560
CMS 11-1561
CMS 11-1563
CMS 11-1565
CMS 11-1593
CMS 12-1571
CMS 12-1573
CMS 21-1580
CMS 21-1581
CMS 21-1585
CMS 21-1586
CMS 21-1587
CMS 21-1588
CMS 21-1589
MEC 21-1761
MEC 21-1762
MEC 21-1763
MEC 28-1766
PEA 21-2025
PHY 01-3051
PHY 01-3052
1:45 p.m.
ACC 11-1203
ACC 11-1205
ACC 11-1206
ACC 11-1207
ACC 11-1208
ACC 11-1209
ACC 11-1210
ACC 11-1211
ACC 11-1212
BIO 18-1030
BIO 18-1031
BIO 23-1060 (NO
BIO 28-1061 (NO
BIO 23-1062 (NO
BIO 23-1063 (NO
BIO 23-1064 (-NO
BIO 28-1065 (NO
BIO 28-1066 (NO
BIO 28-1067 (NO
BIO 28-1068 (NO
BIO 28-1069 (NO
BIO 28-1070 (NO
BIO 28-1071 (NO
BIO 36-1076
BIO 36-1077 '
CMS 11-1564
CMS 11-1567
CMS 12-1570
CMS 12-1572
ENG 01-1801
ENG 01-1804
ENG 01-1806
ENG 01-1807
ENG 01-1808
ENG 01-1809
ENG 01-1810
ENG 01-1811
ENG 01-1812
ENG 01-1813
ENG 01-1814
ENG 01-1815
ENG 01-1816
ENG 01-1817
ENG 01-1818
ENG 01-1819
ENG 01-1820
ENG 01-1822
ENG 01-1823
ENG 01-1826
ENG 01-1827
ENG 01-1829
ENG 01-1830
ENG 01-1831
ENG 01-1832
ENG 01-1835
ENG 01-1931
ENG 01-1932
ENG 02-1836
ENG 02-1837
ENG 02-1838
ENG 02-1840
ENG 02-1841
EING 02-1842
ENG 02-1843
ENG 02-1844
ENG 02-1845
• ENG 02-1846
ENG 02-1847
ENG 02-1848
ENG 02-1849
ENG 02-1850
ENG 02-1851
ENG 02-1852
ENG 02-1853
ENG 02-1854
EING 02-1855
ENG 02 1856
ENG 02-1857
ENG 02-1858
ENG 02-1859
ENG 02-1860
0NG 02-1862
ENG 02-1933
ENG 022-1934
PEA 81-2095
4:00 p.m.
ART 11-2775
ART 12-2778
BIO 11-1019
BIO 11-1020
FIN 31-1326
EDU 14-3354
EDU 15-3355
EDU 15-3357
ENG 14-1913
HLT 91-2138
LAW 41-1331
LAW 41-1332
LAW 41-1333
MUS 11-2844
PEA 21-2047
PHY 61-3064
SPN 13-2692
6:15 p.m.
ART 11-6759
ART 11-6760
ART 21-6766
ART 41-6768
BIO 12-5007
BIO 15-5009
BIO 18-5011
BIO 21-5013
BIO 25-5016
BIO 41-5019
CHM 02-5401
CHM 02-5402
CHM 02-5403
CHM 02-5404
CHM 11-5408
CHM 12-5410
' CHM 17-5413
CHM 41-5416
CMS 11-5503
CMS 11-5504
CMS 11-5505
CMS 11-5506
CMS 11-8011
CMS 12-5527
CMS 21-5532
CMS 21-5535
DAT 31-5304
ELC 21-5705
ELC 35-5708
ELC 98-5711
ENG 01-5801
ENG 01-5802
ENG 02-5815
ENG 02-5816
ENG 14-5836
ENG 16-5839
ENG 53-5842
GEO 10-S376
GER 11-6621
HLT 91-6101
HLT 93-6113
HIS 12-8007
HIS 21-6224
ITL 11-6641
MKT 18-5347
MTH 17-6444
MTH 21-6446
MUS 11-6828
MUS 11-8005
PEA 12-6041
PEA 21-6042
PEA 31-6048
PHY 01-7051
PHY 22-7054
PHY 31-7055
PHY 32-7056
PLS 31-5492
PSY 11-7236
PSY 11-7237
PSY 11-7233
PSY 31-7250
PSY 41-7255
SOC 11-7301
SOC 11-7302
SOC 33-7314
SPN 11-6656
SPN 12-6665
SPN 13-6669
SPN 16-6674
SPN al-6676
8:30 p.m.
ART 10-6757
ART 11-6762
ART 22-6767
BIO 11-5001
•BIO 11-5002
BIO 11-5005
CMS 11-5512
CMS 11-5513
CMS 11-5514
CMS 11-5515
CMS 11-5516
CMS 11-5517
ENG 01-5808
ENG 01-5810
ENG 01-5846
ENG 02-5820
ENG 02-5847
ENG 14-5837
ESL 01-7391
ESL 01-7392
ESL 11-7394
ESL 11-7395
FIN 31-5326
GEO 10-6377
HLT 91-6105
HLT 91-6106 :
MKT 13-5345
MTH 08-6437
MTH 21-6448
MUS 11-6830
PEA 11-6022
PEA 23-6047
PEA 41-6052
PLS 35-5493
SPN 11-6659
SPN 11-6660
SPN 41-6679
PSY 11-7242
PSY 11-7243
PSY 22-7249
PSY 31-7252
SOC 11-7307
TUESDAY,
JANUARY 27
9:00 a.m.
CHM 17-1441
CHM 17 1442
CHM 17-1444
CHM 18-1446
CHM 18-1447
CHM 33-1453
MTH 30-24,91
MTH 30-2492
MTH 30-2493
MTH 30-2494
MTH 30-2495
MTH 30-2496
MTH 31-2497
MTH 31-2498
MTH 31-2499
MTH 32 2500
MTH 32-2501
MTH 33-2502
MTH 34-2503
SPN 11-2656
SPN 11-2657
SPN 11-2659
SPN 11-2660
SPN 11-2661
SPN 11-2662
SPN 11-2663
SPN 11-2664
SPN 11-2665
SPN 11-2666
SPN 11-2667
SPN 11-2668
SPN 11-2669
<5T>1\T 1 1 9K7f> !Oi IN J.J.— £\J 1 \s '
O TiT^T 1 1 OCV/1
.bHIN ll-zb(4
SPN 11-2675
11:15 a.m.
PEA 25-2063
PSY 11-3241
PSY 11-3242
PSY 11-3243
PSY 11-3245
PSY 11-3246
PSY 11-3248 !
PSY 11-3249
PSY 11-3250
PSY 11-3251
PSY 11-3254
PSY 11-3257
PSY 11-3259
PSY 11-3260
PSY 11-3264
PSY 11-32S6
PSY 22-3269
PPSY 22-3271
PSY 35-3279
PSY 35-3280
SPN 12-2676
(Cont. on Page 8)
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(Con t inued from Page 7) PUS 1 1 - 1 2 6 1 PKA 4(5-20X9
SPN 12-207!) SOC 11-.' V H 5 HUS 11-126-2 SOC 11-331S
SPN 12-2083
 S(x" " 1 - ',07 BUS 11-12(5.",
SPN i2-26X(i soc l - !()•.> BUS Pl-i2C>! 6:15 p.m.
SPN 13-26S7 soc i H I CMS u-i,5w
SPN 13-2(58'.)
 S0(- . > i 2 KDU 14 3353 ART 10-6750
!. ,-, .„ SOC 1- 5 1 1 F.DU 26-33G4 ART 11 -67611:4:>
 P-m- soc H- 515 umr 5o-33«; ART 12-6765
ECO 11-3201 SOC 11- '.I? KNG 14-1912 ART 72-6769
ECO 11-3202 SOC 1 .'V119 ESL 01-3391 AST H-"091
EGO 11-3204 ' " ESL 01-3393 AST 12-7092
ECO 11-3205 4-00
 p m KSL, 01-3394 Bro 12-5008
E:NG 53-1920 " * * ESL 01-3390 BI° 15-soio
ENG 53 1921 ART 11-2774
 KSL 01-3397 BIO 18-5012
HLT 91-2101 ART 21-2781
 ES[, 01-3398 BI° 21-5014
HI..T 91-2104 AST 12-3093
 KSL 11.0,399 BIO 26-5017
HLT 91-2105 BIO 18-1033
 ESL 11.3400 BIO 43-5020
HET 91-2109 BIO 21-1040
 FSL 11-34 02 BIO 46-5021
HLT 91-2111 BIO 21-KM1
 ESL 11.3404 OEM 02-5405
HLT 91-2113 BIO 21-1042
 ESI' 11.3405 CUM 02-5406
HLT 91-2114 HI IS 11-1253,
 KSL 11-3408 < HA1[ 14-5411
HLT 91 2115 BUS 1 -1251 ,'AW 47-1335 <> H M 15-5413
HLT 91-21 18 P.US 11-1255 MTH 06-2-1 18 CUM 18-5414
HLT 91-2121. PUS 1 -125.', , C ' l f M 32-5415
HI/1' 91-21.",:, P.US 1 -1257 ~ _' CMS 11-5508
I I LT 91-2137 P.US 1 -125X !JRA ~1 '-'l"">1 CMS 11-5510
MTU 21,2481 PUUS 11 PJMi I > J ' : A 22-2O58
 CMS 13-55,31
MTH 2 I - 2 I S 5 PUS 1 1 - 1 2 ( 5 . : PKA 22-2059 CMS 21-5534
SE^I^jifEafflHgMHBiPff^i^^ *§•
WBPQTTv WTWCVARSITY in &TWO OF LAST
 Lillft^HiJTHREE
Bll^ jPPPJpHroaBMH^MHMBHlBiliaBlllBill^ BBi^ ^
C:MS -21-553,7
C\MT 51-5(571
C.MT 52-5(572
DAT 41-5307
EDU 14-73,51
EDU 15-7352
EDU 31-7353
ELO 95-7510
ENG 01 -5801
ENG 01-5805
BNG 02-5817
ENG 14-8003
ENG 19-5840
FRN 11-6602
FRN 12-6603
HLT 91-6102
HLT 93-6114
HIS 12-8008
ITL 12-6642
LAW 47-5333
MKT 17-53-16
MTH 21-6447
MTH 22-H450
XTTII '^'> 1' 1 ^i'i\l 1 11 0 C - t M - M I
MTH 33-6457
MKC 12 5756
MUS 11 -(',829
I ^jjJ
Sj^K^^^mSfej£!i!£Sgl]!IEI83S£&3££3f3uB
^^Uj|^ Pj)PHU^^^y^^^J^yq^!yg<^^Bgw¥)Wffir?[j|^ffi|^l^WH^ff
?>:US 12-6^32 P.JO 11-5001
!;KA 21-150- ; BIO 11-5006
Pi:A 32-6! )50 HIO 11-5023
PI-:A si-6o.v
PHL 11-72K
C'.MS 11-5518
OYIS 11-5fS1P
PHY I 1 . -7052 CMS 11-5520
I»HY 'J 1-7053 C'MS 11-5521
rtlY 33-7057 f.'T T1 -1S.rS7e,q
PLS 11-5491
PSY 11-7239
PSY 11-7240
PSY 22-7248
PSY 31-7251
PSY 35-7254
SPN 11-6657
ENG 01-5811
KNG 01-5814
ENG 01-5845
ENG 02-5822
ENG 02-5848
ENG 14-5838
F-n.T Q1-Kirt7
SPN 11-6658
 In/T 91-6108
SPN 12-6666 WTC -}7-*vw
SPN 15-6671
SPN 30-6(577
SPN 41-6678
SOC 11-7304
SOC 11-7305
S I X " 3,1-73,13
8:30 p.m.
ART 1 1 -(57(53
BIO 11-5003
J E^ff&Si
UH&ramisiilmiS/mj^K^n
^^^HH ^QJ^^^^H
MTH 21-6449
MUS 11-6831
PEA 81-6057
PLS 37-5494
I ^  V 11 7° 1^I I I . L 1 ~ ( .^""t • r
PSY 11-72-16
r>c v 1 1 -7'^Sfir o i i i i ••-*• s\)
SPN l.1-(>662
SPN 12-6(568
SOC 11-73,10
STERN & WOEG
WANT TENNIS
FREAKS
Hoopsters Sliake LaGuardia 88-73,
Scoring First Win of Drab Season
C7
BCC's varsity basketball team had a wonderful Christmas. The hoopsters lost
their first five contests of the season, but Santa dropped in through the Alumni Gym-
nasium chimney and helped the Broncos get their first victory of the season, an 88-73 win
over LaGuardia Community College on December 18. The team then went up to the
Nassau Invitational Tournament, coming away with an 84-69 consolation game, trounc-
ing of Middlesex Community
Grapplers Crush York
BCC's Varsity Wrestling team won its first dual meet
of the season, defeating York College 24-17 in a home
match on January 3. Before the holiday, the Broncos finished
third at the Nassau Invitational, with only four grapplers.
Earlier, they lost a dual meet to Rockland and Nassau Com-
munity Colleges. The scores were
College af ter dropping t ln s open-
er to NMSSIUI Comiuun i ty 70-69.
The Bronco offense f ina l ly K°t
\intrackerl w i t h u ha lan<x 'd team
ef fo r t , h i g h l i g h t e d h\' a de\-as-
t < i t i n p f fas t break led by Charl ie
Sannders and Gerald I lassel l .
\\'ho <vacli ch ipped in w i t h 17
j joints . Paid In".ram added Hi
whi le playi t i ' . 1 ' a f i n e defens ' iM. 1
i z a i n e a n d b i t l i i u ; t h e o f f e n s i v e
":ioa''ds. Rober l "Sl im" ,1 ' ihnso' i
- l i d Otus M i l i n e i 1 c o n t r o l l e d l ' : u -
, l c fens ; \ ' (> cud. . lohnson p u l l e d
do\\ n 14 rebounds \ \ h i i e M i l a . e r
:md 11. LaC ' i i i a i ' d i a u' l lard I 'o l ie r ;
Stc l led all scorer-; w i t h 31
jo in ts i t i a l o K i i i - j ; e f f o r t .
Nassau C.C. center Rich P n x i -
erick scored 19 pi>ints in leading
the host school over the Broncos.
BCC's failure to convert free
throws down the stretch led to
the one point defeat. Paul In-
cfram.'s 18 jxi int .s and Gerald
Hasscll's 17 kept the 'j;ame close.
Otus M i l i n e r ami Robert John-
son cont irv.ied t h e i r 1 dominance
i f ; -| lie hoards, cont r i h u t m-j; 12
i n d I ' 1 r e h M i i i i i i s ''es- • • > • ' i ve iv .
goous on the boards, pulling down
a tournament and school record
of 26 rebounds. Slim Johnson
added 14 retrieves and Ingram
chipped in with 13.
\Vinninc; two of their last
three is a _;ood omen for the
Broncos. Observers can f i n a l l y
s t a r t to agree w i t h Coach
Venion Haley that the team is
shap ing up . Otus M i l i n e r ami
Rooei l Johnson are e s t ab l i sh ing
themselves on the boards, Gerald
IT
30-24 and an unbelievable 52-2
respectively.
In the victory against York,
the easiest match win for
BCC went to CUNY "A"
and "B" division champion
Henry Jackson. Why? Because
nobody wanted to wrestle the
powerful BCC grappler. In other
s Napoleon Perez
Dave
Rich
Clark, and Al Ferrer pinned
York's Richie Green. Greg Bel-
x a n o pinned the Brom •,<>: ' Rich
G«rlepp. York f o r f e i t e d at 190
!bs. and we r e t u r n e d the favor
..t 177.
matches, Yor'--'
beat Milt Tirado, while
Gebbar whipped BCC's
i n _ ; parade w is led by Paul
I n g r i : v . \\lio h v u l 2 :5 j > o i n t s ; Otus
M i l i n e r f i n i s h e d w i t h 18, and
Gerald I l a s s e i l liad 17 along wit ' !
I I ' assists. Mil iner w a.-; "utra-
lea.lor. and Paul Ingram is scor-
ing well. It is obvious tha t the
team as a whole is f i n a l l y .shap-
ing up. Let's hope ttiat Santo
isn't needed any more this
season.
Women Hoopsters Drop First Three Contests;
Inability To Cope W ith Zone Press Is Blamed
By H I C I I A H ! ) I< 'KDDKl iM AN
Saying t h a t PCC's \Vomen's
Basket ba l l t : \atn is off to a slow
star t is ar. unders l a to i r . en t The
P.roneottos. who have won t h e
s t a t e championsh ips t h r e e o f t he
iast f ive seasons, have jost t he i r
t i r s t t h r e e games, d r o p p i n g a I I -
•10 squeaker to New York C i t y
C.O. on J a n u a r y 5. a 58-;', 1 d r u b -
b ing f rom Queenshoroi igh C.C
on Deccmbc" 1!) and losi ' i• . ' , t he
hoivi^ opener to M a n h a t t a n C.C
72-50 on December 16.
Phyl l i s Mi ' ey ' s 17 p o i n t s led
New York C i t y C.C. over the
Broneettcs. The opposition ran
off on a l.''-l tear at the begin-
ning of the contest, but. P-C.C
played solid catch-up ball and
trailed by only 21-20 at the ha l f .
Our girls were led by 'Dell Flytin,
who had 22 [xiints and single-
handedly kept the score res;>ect-
able. The defeat could probably
be blamed on the loss of one of
KCG's be t t e r b a l l h a m l l e r s . "When
lean- Thompson fouled out it hur t
•our chances for breaking their
press." said Coach Maggie Hil-
genberg.
Aga in , the Bronrettes' inab i l i ty
'o break the /one press caused
the defea t aga ins t conference ri-
val Queenshoroi igh C.C. Alena
Chaban 's 16 po in t s led the way
fo" QOC, while Laui-a A t k i n s o n
chipped in w i t h 11. Lena Wat-
son's 15 p'oints were not enough
is the Broncette:-i t e l l prey to
/one presses and tenacious man-
to man defense. "We have a bad
ha t . i t of not: moving the hall fast
enough " said Coach Hilgen))erg.
"By not pu t t ing the ball on the
floor with consistency, we are un-
able to break their zone and get
the open shots,'' she added.
Manhattan C.C. built up a 29-
14 halftime edge, a lead the
Broncettes were unable to dim-
in i sh . BCC'.s recurrent problem,
break nig the /one press, forced
the Broncet les into numerous
turnovers, leading them to in-
evi tab le defeat. Ann Liggio led
the opposit ion's fast break of-
fense w i t h 23 points, with Bron-
cette scoring honors going to
P)orooii Bingham v \ i t h 20. Moriah
Jacobs played a f ine game for
BCC, a game which saw the
Broucottes playing without their
center. Valerie Reid.
What se'-ms to be the problem
with the girls '.his season? The
team is playing good, hard-nosed
basketball, but Coach Hilgen-
berg must find a backline com-
bination to not only handle the
pressing defenses, but to recog-
nize them when they are put
in front of them. Then, and only
then, will this lalented young
team put its best foot forward.
On December 27, t l u
T r a v e l l e d to the Nassau C.C'. In-
vi ta t ional tourney and turned in
a respectable .showing, with
Rich ie Clark, Fred Cm/, Al Fer-
rer and Reuben Gome/ pa r t i c i -
pa t ing for BOO. Af t e r losing <d l
of their first round matches, the
tour grapplers won the consola-
tion matches.
Tho loss to Rockland wasn't
a bad showing considering they
got buried by one of the coun-
try's nat ional ly ranked wrest l ing
squads at Nassau C.C. Winners
against Rockland included Jack-
son, Fred Cm/, Joe Alemany, Al
Ferrer and M i l t Tirado. who
gained his f i r s t win of the sea-
son. A g a i n s t N a s s a u , every BOO
wrest 'or was p i n n e d w i t h I he ex-
ception of Jackson. I To managed
a 1-1 t 'e ',\ i l l ; Nassau ' s Ben
Sivenga. For tho rec M 'd. Nassau
shut out R o e k l a n d . ' ( > - ( ) . I t ' s no
fluke.
The next big match is Janu-
ary 20, when BCC ' " i n s Kings
College, Brooklyn : 'olvtechnie
Institute and John J y in a t r i -
angular meet <d. John Jay. The
(TINY "B': tourney and the
CUNY "A" championship wi l l be
hosted by Kingsborough C.O. on
February 7 and 12 respectively.
Coach Michael Steuerman in-
vites all interested s tudents to
accompany the team on those
days; but hurry, seats are going
fast!
—Richard Fedderman
Schedule Meeting
For Tennis Buffs
BCC's Women's Tennis team
will it>egin practice this month
as they get ready for their
spring season, which will open
on March oO against Queensbor-
ough Communi ty College.
Prof . Michelle Stern wi l l be
mee t ing w i t h a l l interested
women on Wednesday, January
1-1 and Tuesday, J a n u a r y 20 at
A p.m. in the A l u m n i Gym Con-
ference room, t h i r d f loo r . Prac-
tice wi l l begin in February, and
w i l l be held at the A l u m n i Gym
or at S tad ium Tennis Courts.
Coach Stern sees a very prom-
ising season with returning
players Doreon Bingham, Ange-
l i n a Rodrigue/, Gloria Scott. Re-
gina Thompson and Valerie
Stokes. "We have a heavy sched-
ule this season, and I am hoping
tha t more women will get in-
volved in tho sport," she said.
Prof. Stern i n v i t e s t enn i s b u f f s
to visit her o f f i c e . Alumni Gym
.'',00, for more informwtion on
tho team.
The Men's Tennis team will
meet on Wednesday, January 14
and Tuesday J a n u / r y 20 in the
A l u m n i Gym, Room .'500.
Printing
5(1% DISCOUNT Wedding & Bar
MiU. 'uh I n v n a t i u n s * Engagements
I-'r'H1 ( j i f l s ,'v I'""1* Inforrnals
AL's I N V I T A T I O N S ( £ 1 2 ) 3 6 4 - 5 1 6 1
2958 Jerome Avenue 8,-onx. N.Y. 10468
Bedford Pk Blvd. Near All Trans.
WE LAMINATK IJIPLOMAS ON.
PLAQUES AT REDUCED PRICES.
PIANO INSTRUCTION
Ruth Fromowiti Luchonok
Teacher of piano theory, and
harmony
Co!!. J6/-6739
LuCa^d rvUrtf !h« 3CC
